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Abstract
Graph neural networks (GNNs) process large-scale graphs
consisting of a hundred billion edges. In contrast to traditional
deep learning, unique behaviors of the emerging GNNs are
engaged with a large set of graphs and embedding data on
storage, which exhibits complex and irregular preprocessing.
We propose a novel deep learning framework on large
graphs, HolisticGNN, that provides an easy-to-use, nearstorage inference infrastructure for fast, energy-efficient GNN
processing. To achieve the best end-to-end latency and high
energy efficiency, HolisticGNN allows users to implement
various GNN algorithms and directly executes them where
the actual data exist in a holistic manner. It also enables RPC
over PCIe such that the users can simply program GNNs
through a graph semantic library without any knowledge of
the underlying hardware or storage configurations.
We fabricate HolisticGNN’s hardware RTL and implement its software on an FPGA-based computational SSD
(CSSD). Our empirical evaluations show that the inference
time of HolisticGNN outperforms GNN inference services using high-performance modern GPUs by 7.1× while reducing
energy consumption by 33.2×, on average.

1

Introduction

Graph neural networks (GNNs) have recently emerged as a
representative approach for learning graphs, point clouds, and
manifolds. Compared to traditional graph analytic methods,
GNNs exhibit much higher accuracy in a variety of prediction
tasks [28, 49, 64, 90, 94, 101], and their generality across
different types of graphs and algorithms allows GNNs to
be applied by a broad range of applications such as social
networks, knowledge graphs, molecular structure, and recommendation systems [8, 21, 29, 52]. The state-of-the-art
GNN models such as GraphSAGE [27] further advance to
infer unseen nodes or entire new graphs by generalizing geometric deep learning (DL). The modern GNN models in
practice sample a set of subgraphs and DL feature vectors
(called embeddings) from the target graph information, and
aggregate the sampled embeddings for inductive node inferences [27, 95]. This node sampling can significantly reduce
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the amount of data to process, which can decrease the computation complexity to infer the results without an accuracy loss
[9, 27, 96].
While these node sampling and prior model-level efforts
for large graphs make the inference time reasonable, GNNs
yet face system-level challenges to improve their performance.
First, GNNs experience a completely different end-to-end inference scenario compared to conventional DL algorithms.
In contrast to the traditional DLs, GNNs need to deal with
real-world graphs consisting of billions of edges and node embeddings [19, 73]. The graph information (graph and node embeddings) initially reside in storage and are regularly updated
as raw-format data owing to their large size and persistence requirements. As GNNs need to understand the structural geometry and feature information of given graph(s), the raw-format
data should be loaded into working memory and reformatted
in the form of an adjacency list before the actual inference
services begin. These activities take a significant amount of
time since the graph information often exceeds hundreds of
GBs or even a TB of storage [18, 76]. We observe that the
pure inference latency, that all the previous GNN studies try
to optimize, accounts for only 2% of the end-to-end inference
service time when we execute diverse GNN models in a parallel system employing high-performance GPUs [13, 14] and
an SSD [12]. We will analyze this performance bottleneck
issue with detailed information in Section 2.3.
Second, GNNs consist of various computing components,
which are non-trivial to fully accelerate or parallelize over
conventional computing hardware. As GNNs are inspired
by conventional DL algorithms such as convolution neural
networks and representative learning [27, 64, 79], several data
processing parts of GNN computing are associated with dense
matrix computing. While these matrix multiplications can be
accelerated by existing data processing units (DPUs) such as
systolic architectures, the graph-natured operations of GNNs
can neither be optimized with DPU’s multiplication hardware
nor with GPUs’ massive computing power [5].
A promising alternative to address the aforementioned challenges is employing in-storage processing (ISP) to serve GNN
inferences directly from the underlying storage. While ISP
is very a well-known solution heavily studied in the literature for the past few decades [25, 34, 43, 46, 58, 65], it has
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unfortunately not been widely adopted in real-world systems
[6]. There are several reasons, but the most critical issue of
ISP is ironically its concept itself, which co-locates flash and
computing unit(s) into the same storage box. As flash is not
a working memory but a block device, it is integrated into
the storage box with complicated firmware and multiple controllers [11, 36, 99]. These built-in firmware and controllers
are not easily usable for the computation that users want to
offload as it raises many serious technical challenges such
as programmability, data protection, and vendor dependency
issues. In this work, we advocate a new concept of computational SSD (CSSD) architectures that locate reconfigurable
hardware (FPGA) near storage in the same PCIe subsystem
[20, 68, 80]. In contrast to ISP, CSSD can maximize peer-topeer acceleration capability and make it independent from
specific storage firmware and controller technologies. However, it is challenging to configure everything that users want
to program and/or download in the form of completely full
hardware logic into FPGA from scratch.
We propose HolisticGNN, a hardware and software coprogrammable framework that leverages CSSD to accelerate
GNN inference services near storage. HolisticGNN offers
a set of software and hardware infrastructures that execute
GNN tasks where data exist and infer the results from storage in a holistic manner. Generally speaking, the software
part of HolisticGNN enables users to program various GNN
algorithms and infer embedding(s) directly atop the graph
data without the understanding complexities of the underlying hardware and device interfaces. On the other hand, our
hardware framework provides fundamental hardware logic to
make CSSD fully programmable. It also provides an architectural environment that can accelerate various types of GNN
inferences with different hardware configurations.
For fast and energy-efficient GNN processing, our framework is specifically composed of three distinguishable components: i) graph-centric archiving system (GraphStore), ii)
programmable inference client and server model (GraphRunner), and iii) accelerator building system (XBuilder). The
main purpose of GraphStore is to bridge the semantic gap
between the graph abstraction and its storage representation
while minimizing the overhead of preprocessing. GraphStore
manages the user data as a graph structure rather than exposing it directly as files without any intervention of host-side
software. This allows diverse node sampling and GNN algorithms to process the input data near storage immediately.
GraphStore also supports efficient mutable graph processing
by reducing the SSD’s write amplification.
To accommodate a wide spectrum of GNN models, it is
necessary to have an easy-to-use, programmer-friendly interface. GraphRunner processes a series of GNN inference
tasks from the beginning to the end by allowing users to program the tasks using a computational graph. The users can
then simply transfer the computational graph into the CSSD
and manage its execution through a remote procedure call
(RPC). This does not require cross-compilation or storage
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Figure 1: Overview of basic GNN algorithm.
stack modification to program/run a user-defined GNN model.
We enable RPC by leveraging the traditional PCIe interface
rather than having an extra hardware module for the network
service, which can cover a broad spectrum of emerging GNN
model implementations and executions in CSSD.
On the other hand, XBuilder manages the FPGA hardware
infrastructure and accelerates diverse GNN algorithm executions near storage. It first divides the FPGA logic die into two
regions, Shell and User, using the dynamic function exchange
(DFX) technique [82]. XBuilder then secures hardware logic
necessary to run GraphStore and GraphRunner at Shell while
placing DL accelerator(s) to User. The Shell and User hardware are programmed to CSSD as two separate bitstreams,
such that we can reprogram the User with a different bitstream
at any time. To this end, XBuilder implements a hardware
engine in Shell by using an internal configuration access port,
which downloads a bitstream and programs it to User.
We implement HolisticGNN on our CSSD prototype that
places a 14nm FPGA chip [87] and 4TB NVMe device [12]
under a same PCIe switch. We also prototype the software
framework of HolisticGNN on the CSSD bare-metal, and
we fabricate/test various GNN accelerator candidates within
CSSD, such as a many-core processor, systolic arrays, and a
heterogeneous (systolic+vector) processor. Our evaluations
show that the inference time of HolisticGNN outperforms
GNN inference services using high-performance GPUs by
7.1× while consuming 33.2× less energy, on average.

2
2.1

Background
Graph Neural Networks

Graph neural networks (GNNs) generalize conventional DL to
understand structural information in the graph data by incorporating feature vectors (embeddings) in the learning algorithms
[27, 28, 95]. GNNs can capture topological structures of the
local neighborhood (per node) in parallel with a distribution
of the neighborhood’s node embeddings [7, 9, 27, 96].
General concept. As shown in Figure 1, GNNs in general
take three inputs, a graph, the corresponding node embeddings (e.g., user profile features), a set of unseen/seen nodes
to infer, called batch. Since the internal memory of GPUs is
insufficient to accommodate all the inputs, it is essential to
reduce the size of the graph and embeddings by preprocessing
them appropriately (Figure 1a), which will be explained in
Section 2.2. GNNs then analyze the preprocessed structural
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Figure 2: Holistic viewpoint of GNN computing (G: Graph
preprocessing, B: Batch preprocessing).
information with node embeddings over multiple computational layers (Figure 1b). Each layer of GNNs is composed
of two primary execution phases, called neighborhood aggregation and node transformation [79, 90], which are all
performed for neighbors at different hop distances (connected
to a target node in the batch). Specifically, as shown in Figure 1c, the aggregation is a simple function to accumulate
node embeddings of the target node’s neighbors, whereas
the transformation converts the aggregated results to a new
node embedding using one or more traditional multi-layer
perceptrons (MLPs [31, 32]). Therefore, the aggregation processes data relying on graph structures and mainly exhibits
irregular, graph-natured execution patterns. In contrast, the
transformation computing procedure is very similar to that
of conventional neural networks (e.g., CNNs and RNNs), but
it does not require heavy computation. For example, GNNs
mostly use only 2∼3 layers [15, 42, 72, 75, 90], whereas
Google BERT employs more than 24 layers and needs to
perform heavy matrix multiplications [17].
Note that, while the massive parallel computing of GPUs is
very well-optimized for many DL algorithm executions, these
characteristics of GNNs (e.g., irregular execution pattern and
relatively lightweight computation) allow other processing
architectures to be a better fit for GNN acceleration.
Model variations. Based on how to aggregate/transform embeddings, there is a set of variant GNNs, but graph convolution network (GCN [42]), graph isomorphism network (GIN
[90]), and neural graph collaborative filtering (NGCF [75])
are the most popular GNN models used in node/graph classification and recommendation systems [21, 29, 49, 94, 96, 101].
Specifically, GCN uses an “average-based aggregation”
that normalizes the embeddings by considering the degree
of neighbor nodes. This prevents cases where a specific embedding has excessively large features, thereby losing other
embeddings that have relatively small amounts of data in the
aggregation phase. In contrast, GIN uses a “summation-based
aggregation” that does not normalize the embeddings of both
the target node (self-loop) and its neighbors. In addition, GIN
gives a learnable self-weight to the target node embedding
to avoid unexpectedly losing its feature information due to
the heavy states and features of the target node’s neighbors.
To precisely capture the structural characteristics of the given
graph, GIN uses a two-layer MLP structure, making the combination more expressively powerful. GCN and GIN suppose
that all the feature vectors of a given graph have the same
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level of weight, which are widely used for node and graph
classifications [54, 94, 101]. Instead of using a simple average
or summation for the aggregation, NGCF takes the similarity
among the given graph’s embeddings into account by applying an element-wise product to neighbors’ embeddings.
Even though there are several variants of GNNs, they all
require the graph’s geometric information to analyze embeddings during the aggregation and transformation phases. Thus,
it is necessary for GNNs to have an easy-to-access, efficient
graph and embedding data structures.

2.2

Graph Dataset Preprocessing

The graph data offered by a de-facto graph library such as
SNAP [48] in practice deal with edge information in the form
of a text file. The raw graph file includes an (unsorted) edge array, each being represented by a pair of destination and source
vertex identifiers (VIDs). Most GNN frameworks such as deep
graph library (DGL) [74] and pytorch geometric (PyG) [22]
preprocess the graph dataset to secure such easy-to-access
graph and embeddings as a VID-indexed table or tensor. In
this work, we classify these graph dataset preprocessing tasks
into two: i) graph preprocessing and ii) batch preprocessing.
While graph preprocessing is required only for the geometrical data (including the initialization), batch preprocessing
should be performed for each inference service.
Graph preprocessing. Since the majority of emerging GNN
algorithms are developed based on spatial or spectral networks
encoding “undirected” geometric characteristics [15, 42], the
main goal of this graph preprocessing is to obtain a sorted,
undirected graph dataset. As shown in the top of Figure 2,
it first loads the edge array (raw graph) from the underlying
storage to the working memory [ G-1 ]. To convert the array
to an undirected graph, the GNN frameworks (e.g., DGL)
allocate a new array and copy the data from the edge array to
the new array by swapping the destination and source VIDs
for each entry ({dst, src}→{src, dst}) [ G-2 ]. The frameworks
merge and sort the undirected graph, which turns it into a
VID-indexed graph structure [ G-3 ]. As the target node to infer
is also included in the 1-hop neighborhood, the frameworks
inject self-loop information (an edge connecting a vertex to
itself) to the undirected graph as well ({0,0}, {1,1}, · · · {4,4})
[ G-4 ]. If there is no self-loop information, the aggregation of
GNNs cannot reflect a visiting node’s features, which in turn
reduces the inference accuracy significantly.
Batch preprocessing. Large-scale real-world graphs consist
of a hundred billion edges, and each node of the edges is
associated with its own embedding containing thousands of
DL features. The number of nodes and the embedding size
that the current GNN models process are typically an order of
magnitude greater than heavy featured DL applications, such
as natural language processing [18, 76]. Thus, for a given
batch, the frameworks in practice perform node sampling
such as random walk [92] and unique neighbor sampling [27].
The node sampling specifically extracts a set of subgraphs
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2.3

Challenge Analysis

While there is less system-level attention on the management of graph and batch preprocessing, their tasks introduce heavy storage accesses and frequent memory operations across the boundary of user space and storage stack.
To be precise, we decompose the “end-to-end GCN inference” times across 14 real-world graph workloads (coming
from [48, 61, 66, 93]) into the latency of graph preprocessing
(GraphPrep), batch preprocessing (BatchPrep), GCN inference processing (PureInfer), and storage accesses for graph
(GraphI/O) and embeddings (BatchI/O). Since the storage
access latency being overlapped with the latency of preprocessing computation is invisible to users, this breakdown
analysis excludes such latency, and the results are shown in
Figure 3a. The detailed information of the evaluation environment is provided by Section 5. One can observe from
this breakdown analysis that PureInfer only takes 2% of
the end-to-end inference latency, on average. Specifically,
BatchI/O accounts for 61% of the most end-to-end latency
for the small graphs having less than 1 million edges. Before
the sorted and undirected graph is ready for batch preprocessing, BatchI/O cannot be processed. Since GraphPrep
includes a set of heavy (general) computing processes such as
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(a) Latency breakdown.
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and the corresponding embeddings from the original (undirected) graph datasets before aggregating and transforming
the feature vectors, which can significantly reduce data processing pressures and decrease the computing complexity
without an accuracy loss [27, 33]. Since the sampled graph
should also be self-contained, the subgraphs and embeddings
should be reindexed and restructured. We refer to this series
of operations as batch preprocessing.
The bottom of Figure 2 shows an example of batch preprocessing. For the sake of brevity, this example assumes that
the batch includes a just single target, V4 (VID=4), the given
sampling size is 2, and GNN is modeled with two layers (two
hops). This example first reads all V4 ’s neighbors and extracts
two nodes from the undirected graph (in a random manner)
[ B-1 ]. This generates a subgraph including the 1-hop neighbors, which is used for GNN’s layer 2 computation (L2). For
the sampled nodes (V4 and V3 ), it reads their neighbor nodes
(2-hop) and samples the neighborhood again for GNN’s layer
1 (L1). Since the number of nodes has been significantly reduced, the GNN frameworks allocate new VIDs in the order
of sampled nodes (4→ 0*, 3→ 1*, and 0→ 2*) and create L1
and L2 subgraphs for 2-hop and 1-hop neighbors, respectively
[ B-2 ]. It then composes an embedding table whose index
is the VID of each sampled node. To this end, the frameworks first need to load the embeddings from the underlying
storage to working memory [ B-3 ], called global embeddings,
and lookup the embeddings of L1’s subgraph (V4 , V0 , and V3 )
[ B-4 ]. Lastly, the subgraphs and sampled embedding table are
required to transfer from the working memory to the target
GPU’s internal memory [ B-5 ].

(b) Embed vs. Edge array.

Figure 3: End-to-End GNN execution.
a radix sort, GraphPrep also consumes 28% of the end-to-end
latency for these small graphs. As the graph size increases (>
3 million edges), BatchI/O becomes the dominant contributor of the end-to-end GNN inference time (94%, on average).
Note that the inference system has unfortunately stopped
the service during the preprocessing due to out-of-memory
(OOM) when it handles large-scale graphs (>3 million edges)
such as road-ca, wikitalk, and ljournal. This OOM issue
can be simply addressed if one services the GNN inference
from where the data exist. In addition, the heavy storage accesses and relatively lightweight computing associated with
inference (PureInfer) make adoption of the in-storage processing concept [39] reasonable to shorten the end-to-end
inference latency.
Figure 3b normalizes the size of the embedding table to that
of the edge array (graph) across all the graphs that we tested.
As shown in this comparison, embedding tables of the small
and large graphs are greater than the edge arrays for those
graphs by 285.7× and 728.1×, on average, respectively. This
is because an embedding has thousands of DL features, each
represented using floating-point values with high precision
[61, 95]. In contrast, an entry of the edge arrays contains
only a simple integer value (VID). This characteristic makes
batching preprocessing I/O intensive while inducing graph
preprocessing to be computation-intensive.

3

Storage as a GNN Accelerator

In-storage processing (ISP) is well-studied in the research
literature [2, 25, 35, 41, 43, 46, 58, 62, 65], but it has been
applied to accelerate limited applications such as compression
and key-value management in real-world systems. There are
several reasons, but the greatest weakness of ISP ironically is
that it needs to process data where data is stored, i.e., at the
flash device. Flash cannot be directly used as block storage
because of its low-level characteristics, such as I/O operation
asymmetry and low reliability [10, 37, 38, 55, 56, 78]. Thus,
flash requires tight integration with multiple firmware and
controller modules [98, 99], which renders ISP difficult to be
implemented within an SSD.
In contrast to ISP, as shown in Figure 4a, the new concept
of computational SSDs (CSSDs) decouples the computing
unit from the storage resources by locating reconfigurable
hardware (FPGA) near SSD in the same PCIe subsystem
(card) [20]. CSSD allows the hardware logic fabricated in
FPGA to access the internal SSD via the internal PCIe switch.
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Figure 4: Enabling CSSD for near storage GNN processing.
To this end, the host is responsible for writing/reading data on
the SSD using the I/O region of NVMe protocol while giving
the data’s block address to the FPGA through its own I/O
region, whose address is designated by PCIe’s base address
register [84]. While CSSD is promising to realize near-data
processing [44, 68], it is non-trivial to automate all end-to-end
procedures of GNN inference over hardware-only logic because of the variety of GNN model executions. For example,
the aggregation and/or combination of GNNs can be accelerated with parallel hardware architecture, but GNN’s graph
traversing, dataset preprocessing, and embedding handling
are impractical to be programmed into hardware because of
their graph-natured computing irregularities.

3.1

HolisticGNN is a hardware and software co-programmable
framework that leverages CSSD to accelerate the end-to-end
GNN inference services near storage efficiently. The software
part of our framework offers easy-to-use programming/management interfaces and performs GNN preprocessing directly
from where the data is stored, thereby minimizing the aforementioned storage access overhead. HolisticGNN can also
eliminate the out-of-memory issue for deep learning on largescale graphs. On the other hand, our framework’s hardware
logic and administration module provide a low-overhead baremetal computing environment and reconfigurable hardware
to accelerate GNN model executions.
Figure 4b illustrates a high-level view of HolisticGNN,
which is composed of three major modules: i) graph-centric
archiving system (GraphStore), ii) programmable inference
model (GraphRunner), and iii) accelerator builder (XBuilder).
Generally speaking, GraphStore prepares the target graph data
and embeddings in a ready-to-access structure that the tasks of
batch preprocessing can immediately use without preprocessing the datasets. On the other hand, GraphRunner executes a
series of GNN inference tasks from the beginning to the end,
and it processes the graph datasets by directly accessing SSD
through GraphStore. GraphRunner also provides a dataflow
graph (DFG) based program and execution model to support
easy-to-use and flexible implementation of a wide spectrum
of GNN algorithms. This enables the users to simply generate
a DFG and deliver it to HolisticGNN, which can dynamically change the end-to-end GNN inference services without
cross-compilation and/or understanding underlying hardware
configurations. Lastly, XBuilder makes CSSD simply recon-
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Service type
GraphStore
(Unit, Get)
Graph
Runner
XBuilder

RPC function
GetEmbed(VID)
GetNeighbors(VID)
Run(DFG, batch)
Plugin(shared_lib)
Program(bitfile)

Table 1: RPC services of HolisticGNN.
figurable and has heterogeneous hardware components to
satisfy the diverse needs of GNN inference acceleration services. XBuilder also provides several kernel building blocks,
which abstract the heterogeneous hardware components. This
can decouple a specific hardware acceleration from the GNN
algorithm implementation.
Each module of our framework exposes a set of APIs
through remote procedure calls (RPCs) to users. These APIs
are not related to GNN programming or inference services,
but to framework management such as updating graphs, inferring features, and reprogramming hardware logic. Since
CSSD has no network interface for the RPC-based communication, we also provide an RPC-over-PCIe (RoP) interface
that overrides the conventional PCIe to enable RPC between
a host and CSSD without an interface modification.

3.2

Overview of HolisticGNN

RPC function
UpdateGraph
(EdgeArray, Embeddings)
AddVertex(VID,Embed)
DeleteVertex(VID)
AddEdge(dstVID,srcVID)
DeleteEdge(dstVID,srcVID)
UpdateEmbed(VID,Embed)

Module Decomposition

Graph-centric archiving system. The main goal of GraphStore is to bridge the semantic gap between graph and storage data without having a storage stack. As shown in Table 1, GraphStore offers two-way methods for the graph
management, bulk operations and unit operations. The bulk
operations allow users to update the graph and embeddings with a text form of edge array and embedding list.
For the bulk operations, GraphStore converts the incoming edge array to an adjacency list in parallel with transferring the embedding table, and it stores them to the internal SSD. This makes the conversion and computing latency overlapped with the heavy embedding table updates,
which can deliver the maximum bandwidth of the internal storage. In contrast, the unit operations of GraphStore
deal with individual insertions (AddVertex()/AddEdge()),
deletions (DeleteVertex()/DeleteEdge()), and queries
(GetEmbed()/GetNeighbors()) for the management of
graph datasets. When GraphStore converts the graph to storage semantic, it uses VID to logical page number (LPN)
mapping information by being aware of a long-tailed distribution of graph degree as well as flash page access granularity.
The LPNs are used for accessing CSSD’s internal storage
through NVMe, which can minimize the write amplification
caused by I/O access granularity differences when CSSD processes GNN services directly on the SSD. The design and
implementation details are explained in Section 4.1.
Programmable inference model. GraphRunner decouples
CSSD task definitions from their actual implementations,
which are called C-operation and C-kernel, respectively. To
program a GNN model and its end-to-end service, the users
can write a DFG and download/execute to CSSD by call-
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API type
DFG
Creation
Plugin

Function
createIn(name)
createOp(name)
createOut(name)
save(graph)
RegisterDevice(newDevice)
RegisterOpDefinition(newOp)

API type

XBuilder

SDDMM(inputs, output)

Table 2: Programming interface of HolisticGNN.
ing GraphRunner’s RPC interface (Run()) with a request
batch containing one or more target nodes. Figure 10b shows
a simple example of GCN implementation. The DFG has
a set of input nodes for the target sampled subgraphs, embeddings, and weights, which are connected to a series of
C-operations such as averaging features (Mean), matrix multiplication (Matmul), a non-linear function (ReLU), and output
feature vector (Out_embedding). This DFG is converted to
a computational structure by sorting the node (C-operation)
and edge (input node information) in topological order. Once
the DFG is downloaded through HolisticGNN’s RoP serialization, GraphRunner’s engine deserializes it and executes
each node with appropriate inputs by checking the registered
C-operations and C-kernels in CSSD. The users may want to
register more C-operations/kernels because of adoption of a
new GNN model or hardware logic. To meet the requirement,
GraphRunner offers a Plugin mechanism registering a pair
of C-operation/C-kernel and a new device configuration as a
shared object. We will explain the details of GraphRunner in
Section 4.2.
Accelerator builder. To make the FPGA of CSSD easy to
use, we configure CSSD’s hardware logic die into two groups,
Shell and User logic, by leveraging a dynamic function exchange (DFX) mechanism [82]. DFX allows hardware to
be modified blocks of logic with separate bitfiles that contain the programming information for an FPGA. XBuilder
secures Shell logic associated with irregular tasks of GNN
management, including GraphStore and GraphRunner executions, while managing User logic for users to reprogram
the hardware in accelerating GNN algorithms via XBuilder’s
RPC interface (Program()). Program() moves a partial bitfile into the internal memory and asks an XBuilder engine to
reconfigure User logic hardware using the bitfile via FPGA
internal configuration access port [85, 86].
XBuilder also abstracts the registered device (at User logic)
by providing a set of basic building blocks to the users as
shown in Table 2. The building blocks basically implement
what DL and GNN algorithms mostly use, such as general
matrix multiplication (GEMM) and sparse matrix multiplication (SpMM), across different legacy acceleration hardware such as multi-core, vector processor, systolic architecture. XBuilder’s building blocks operate specific hardware
based on the device priority designated by C-kernel that user
defines. We will discuss this in details in Section 4.3.

3.3

Enabling RPC over PCIe

While the key method to program GNN models (and request
their inference services) is associated with DFG, the underpinning of such a device-to-device communication method
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Figure 5: RPC over PCIe (RoP).
is RPC. As the investigation of efficient RPC is not the purpose of this work, we use Google’s gRPC [24] and implement
our RPC-based interfaces themselves (e.g., UpdateGraph(),
Run(), etc.) using interface definition language (IDL) [16].
We also modify the gRPC stack to enable RPC services without changing hardware and storage interfaces.
Figure 5 explains the gRPC stack and how HolisticGNN
enables gRPC over PCIe. The host-side gPRC interfaces are
served by a user-level gRPC core, which manages transport
and HTTP connection. We place two gRPC plugin interfaces
(perform_stream_op() and perform_transport_op()),
each forwarding the requests of gRPC core’s transport layer
and HTTP transport to our PCIe stream and PCIe transport
modules. Specifically, the PCIe stream is responsible for managing stream data structures, which are used for gPRC packet
handling. Similarly, the PCIe transport deals with the host and
CSSD connection by allocating/releasing transport structures. While the original gPRC core is built upon a kernellevel network stack including TCP/IP and Ethernet drivers, we
place a PCIe kernel driver connected to the PCIe transport. It
supports gRPC’s send/receive packet services and other channel establishment operations to the PCIe transport module
via ioctl. The PCIe kernel driver also provides preallocated
buffer memory to the PCIe stream through a memory-mapped
I/O (mmap). This buffer memory contains gPRC packet’s metadata and message such that the PCIe driver lets the underlying
CSSD know the buffer’s location and offset. Specifically, the
PCIe drive prepares a PCIe command that includes an opcode (send/receive), address (of memory-mapped buffer), and
length (of the buffer). When the driver writes the command
to FPGA’s designated PCIe memory address, CSSD parses
the command and copies the data from the memory-mapped
buffer into FPGA-side internal memory for gRPC services.

4
4.1

Design Details and Implementation
Efficient Storage Accesses for Graphs

GraphStore maintains the graph datasets as an adjacency list
and an embedding table to handle the geometric information and feature vectors. While the embedding table is stored
in sequential order (and thus it does not require page-level
mapping), the adjacency list is maintained in two different
ways by considering the efficiency of graph searches/updates:
i) high-degree graph mapping (H-type) and ii) low-degree
graph mapping (L-type). As shown in Figure 6a, the powerlaw graph’s natures make a few nodes have severely heavy
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(b) Overlapped execution.

Figure 7: Bulk operations.

(b) Two types of mapping.

Figure 6: GraphStore’s mapping structure.
neighbor nodes (high-degree) [59]. These high-degree nodes
account for a small fraction of the entire graph, but they have
a high potential to be frequently accessed and updated (because of their many neighbors). H-type mapping is therefore
designed towards handling the graph’s long-tailed distribution well, while L-type mapping is structured to achieve high
efficiency of flash page management.
Mapping structure. As shown in Figure 6b, GraphStore has
a graph bitmap (gmap), which explains what kind of tables
are used for mapping (per VID). Basically, the mapping entry
for both types of mapping tables pairs a VID and an LPN
(VID-to-LPN), but the corresponding page stores different
data with its own page layout. The H-type page maintains
many neighbors’ VID in a page, and its mapping table entry
indicates a linked list in cases where the neighbors of the
target (source) VID cannot be stored in a flash page (4KB).
The L-type page also contains many VIDs, but their source
VIDs vary. To this end, the end of page has meta-information
that indicates how many nodes are stored and where each
node exists on the target page (offset). Thus, L-type mapping
table’s VID is the biggest VID among VIDs stored in the
corresponding page.
Bulk operation. As shown in Figure 7, while the embedding table is stored from the end of LPN (embedding space),
the graph pages are recorded from the beginning of storage
(neighbor space), similar to what the conventional memory
system stack does. Note that, the actual size of graph(s) is
small enough, but it is involved in heavy graph preprocessing,
and the majority of graph datasets are related to their node embeddings (cf. Section 2.3). Thus, when an edge array (graph)
arrives, GraphStore performs graph preprocessing and flushes
pages for the graph, but it does not immediately update them
to the target storage. Instead, GraphStore begins to write the
embedding table into the embedding space in a sequential
manner while preprocessing the graph. This can make heavy
storage accesses (associated with the embeddings) entirely
overlap with the computation burst of graph preprocessing
(associated with adjacency list conversions). From the user’s
viewpoint, the latency of bulk operation is the same as that of
data transfers and embedding table writes.
Unit operations. GraphStore’s unit operations support mutable graph management corresponding to individual vertex/edge updates or queries. Figure 8 shows how to find out
neighbors of V4 and V5 , each being classified as high-degree
and low-degree nodes. In this example, as the gmap indicates
that V4 is managed by the H-type mapping, the neighbors can
be simply retrieved by searching where the target VID is. In
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contrast, the page managed by L-type contains many neighborhoods each being associated with different VID. Therefore,
when GraphStore searches the mapping table, it considers the
range of VIDs, stored in each entry. For example, V5 is within
the range of V4 and V6 , GraphStore first needs to retrieve the
page corresponding V6 . It finds out V5 ’s offset and the next
VID’s offset (V6 ) by considering the number of node counts in
the page’s meta-information, which indicates the data chunk
containing V5 ’s neighbors.
Figures 9a and 9b show add operations (AddEdge()
/ AddVertex()) and delete operations (DeleteEdge() /
DeleteVertex()). Let us suppose that V21 is given by
AddVertex() (Figure 9a). GraphStore checks the last entry’s page (LPN8) of L-type and tries to insert V21 into the
page. However, as there is no space in LPN8, GraphStore
assigns a new entry ([V21 ,9]) to the L-type mapping table
by allocating another page, LPN9, and simply appends the
vertex information (V21 ) to the page. Note that, when adding
a vertex, it only has the self-loop edge, and thus, it starts from
L-type. When V21 →V1 is given by AddEdge(), GraphStore
makes it an undirected edge (V21 →V1 & V21 ←V1 ). As V1 is
H-type, GraphStore checks V1 ’s linked list and places V21 to
the last page (LPN2). If there is no space in LPN2, it allocates a new page and updates the linked list with the newly
allocated page. In contrast, since V21 is L-type, GraphStore
scans the meta-information of LPN9 and appends V1 to the
page. Note that, in cases where there is no space in an L-type
page, GraphStore evicts a neighbor set (represented in the
page) whose offset of the meta-information is the most significant value. This eviction allocates a new flash page, copies
the neighbor set, and updates L-type mapping table. Since
each L-type’s destination node has a few source nodes, this
eviction case is very rare in practice (lower than 3% of the
total update requests for all graph workloads we tested).
On the other hand, delete operations (Figure 9b) consist of
search and erase tasks. If DeleteVertex() is called with V5 ,
GraphStore finds out LPN7 and deletes all the neighbors of
V5 , N(V5 ). During this time, other neighbors having V5 should
also be updated together. For DeleteEdge() with the given
V5 →V1 , GraphStore checks all the LPNs indicated by the
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Figure 8: Unit operations (Get).
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Figure 9: Unit operations (Update).
linked list of V1 and updates the corresponding page (LPN1
in this example) by removing V5 . Note that, GraphStore does
not have explicit page compaction for the node/edge deletions
in an L-type page. This is because, when there is a deletion,
GraphStore keeps the deleted VID and reuses it (and the
corresponding neighbor set space) for a new node allocation.

4.2

Reconfiguring Software Framework

HolisticGNN provides a CSSD library package, which includes the interfaces for C-kernel registration and DFG management as explained previously (cf. Table 2).
C-kernel registration and management. GraphRunner manages C-kernels by employing a registration mechanism and
an execution engine. GraphRunner has two metadata structures, Device table and Operation table. As shown in Table 3, the device table includes currently registered device names and the corresponding priority. On the other
hand, the operation table maintains C-operation names
and the address pointers of their C-kernel implementation. When users implement a C-kernel, it should invoke
two registration interface methods of the Plugin library,
RegisterDevice() and RegisterOpDefinition(), at its
initial time. RegisterDevice() configures the priority value
of the device that users want to execute for any of Ckernels (e.g., “Vector processor”, 150). On the other hand,
RegisterOpDefinition() registers the device that this Ckernel. When GraphRunner registers the C-kernel, it places
the registration information as a pair of the device name
and such C-kernel’s pointer. If there are multiple calls of
RegisterOpDefinition() with the same name of a Coperation (but a different name of device), GraphRunner
places it in addition to the previously registered C-kernels as a
list. In this example, GraphRunner can recognize that GEMM
C-operation defines three C-kernels each using “CPU”, “Vector processor”, and “Systolic array” by referring to the operation table. Since the device table indicates “Systolic array”
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(a) Example of DFG programming.

Device table
Name
Priority
"CPU"
50
"Vector processor"
150
"Systolic array"
300
...
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Table 3: GraphRunner’s metadata structure.
has the highest priority, GraphRunner takes the C-kernel associated with “Systolic array” for the execution of GEMM
C-operation.
Handling computational graphs. DFG management interfaces of the CSSD library (CreateIn(), CreateOut() and
CreateOp()) are used for explaining how C-operations are
mapped to DFG’s nodes and how their input and output parameters are connected together (Table 2).
Figure 10a shows how the users can create a DFG to implement a GCN inference service as an example. The input and
output of this DFG is Batch, Weight, and Result. BatchPre
is the first C-operation that takes Batch as its input ( 1 ), and
the result is forwarded to SpMM_Mean C-operation ( 2 ), which
performs GCN’s average-base aggregation. Then, the result
of SpMM_Mean is fed to GCN’s transformation consisting of
GEMM (having Weight) and ReLU C-operations ( 3 / 4 ). The
final output should be Result in this DFG. Note that, ReLU
is a function of MLPs, which prevents the exponential growth
in the computation and vanishing gradient issue [40]. The user
can write this DFG using our computation graph library as
shown in Figure 10b. It declares Batch and Weight by calling
CreateIn() (lines 2∼3). BatchPre ( 1 ), SpMM_Mean ( 2 ),
GEMM ( 3 ), and ReLU ( 4 ) are defined through CreateOp(),
which are listed in lines 4∼7.
GraphRunner then sorts the calling sequence of CSSD
library interfaces and generates a markup file as shown in
Figure 10c. This DFG final file includes a list of nodes, each
defining its node sequence number, C-operation name, where
the input(s) come from, and what the output(s) are. For example, the third node is GEMM (3: "GEMM"), and its inputs come
from the second node’s first output (2_0) as well as input node,
Weight (in={"2_0", "Weight"}). This node generates one
output only (out={"3_0"}).
Execution of DFG. The host can run CSSD with the programmed GNN by downloading the corresponding DFG and
a given batch through Run() RPC. As shown in Figure 10d,
GraphRunner’s engine visits each node of the DFG and checks
the node’s C-operation name. For each node, the engine finds
the set of C-kernels (matched with the C-operation name)
by checking the operation table. It then refers to the device
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Figure 10: Overview of reconfigurable software framework (GraphRunner).
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Figure 11: Reconfigurable hardware.
table and selects the appropriate implementation among the
retrieved C-kernels based on the device priority, assigned by
RegisterDevice(). The engine de-refers the C-kernel’s address pointer and calls it by passing the C-kernel’s parameters,
which can also be checked up with offloaded DFG’s node information (e.g., in={...}). Note that, GraphRunner’s engine
performs these dynamic binding and kernel execution for all
the nodes of DFG per GNN inference.

Managing Reconfigurable Hardware

As shown in Figure 11, XBuilder provides static logic at Shell
logic that includes an out-of-order core, a DRAM controller,
DMA engines, and a PCIe switch. This static logic is connected to User (dynamic) logic through a co-processor port
such as RoCC [4] and system bus (e.g., TileLink [67]).
XBuilder exposes the boundary position of the FPGA logic
die in the form of a design checkpoint file [81, 89]. The
boundary is wire circuits that separate Shell and User logic,
called partition pin. Since the static logic is fixed at the design time, we place the maximum number of co-processor
ports and system bus lanes to the partition pin, which can
be united with the hardware components fabricated in Shell
logic. In addition, we locate an XBuilder hardware engine
in Shell, which includes the internal configuration access
port (ICAP [85, 86]). Note that, FPGA logic blocks are connected by many wires of routing switches and input/output
connection switches. Since the switches maintain the status
of connection in built-in FPGA memory, called configuration
memory, we can reconfigure the FPGA hardware by reprogramming the connection states on the configuration memory.
As the configuration memory should be protected from anonymous accesses, FPGA only allows the users to reprogram the
configuration memory only through the primitive hardware
port, ICAP. The users can simply call HolisticGNN’s RPC
interface, Program with their own hardware (partial) bitfile
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Figure 12: Shell/User prototypes.
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Evaluation

Prototypes. While CSSD is officially released in storage communities [20, 63, 70], there is no commercially available device yet. We thus prototype a customized CSSD that employs
a 14nm 730MHz FPGA chip [87, 88], 16GB DDR4-2400
DRAM [71], and a 4TB high-performance SSD [12] together
within the same PCIe 3.0×4 subsystem [57] as shown in Figure 13. We prepare three sets of hardware accelerators for
XBuilder’s User logic; a multi-core processor (Octa-HGNN),
large systolic array processors (Lsap-HGNN), and a heterogeneous accelerator having a vector processor and a systolic
array (Hetero-HGNN), as shown in Figure 12. Octa-HGNN
employs eight out-of-order (O3) cores and performs all GNN
processing using multi-threaded software. Each O3 core is
implemented based on open-source RISC-V [3, 100] having
160KB L1 and 1MB L2 caches. For Lsap-HGNN and HeteroHGNN, we modify an open-source SIMD (Hwacha [47]) and
systolic architecture (Gemmini [23]). In our evaluation, SIMD
employs four vector units, and the systolic architecture employs 64 floating-point PEs with 128KB scratchpad memory.
Note that, all these prototypes use the same software part of
HolisticGNN (GraphStore, GraphRunner, and XBuilder) as it
can handle the end-to-end GNN services over DFG.
GPU-acceleration and testbed. For a fair performance com-
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Legend

1.8GHz, 1024 cores (10 SMs)

RTX 3090 24GB [14]
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Figure 13: Holis- Table 4: Host and
ticGNN prototype. FPGA setup.

Original Graph
Vertices Edges

2.2GHz, 12 cores
DDR4-2666 16GB x4

GTX 1060 6GB [13]
Small

ŽƌĞϰ

5

(<1M Edges)

4.3

to reconfigure User logic. XBuilder copies the bitfile into
CSSD’s FPGA internal DRAM first, and then, it reconfigures
User logic by programming the logic using the bitfile via
ICAP. While User logic is being reconfigured, it would unfortunately be possible to make the static logic of Shell unable to
operate appropriately. Thus, XBuilder ties the partition pin’s
wires (including a system bus) by using DFX decoupler IP
[83, 89] and makes User logic programming separate from
the working logic of Shell. In default, XBuilder implements
Shell by locating an out-of-core processor and PCIe/memory
subsystems that run GraphRunner and GraphStore. Figure 12
shows three example implementation views of our Shell and
User logic. Shell logic locates an out-of-core processor and
PCIe/memory subsystems that run GraphRunner and GraphStore. In this example, we program an open-source RISC-V
CPU, vector processor, and systolic array. We will explain
details of example implementations in Section 5.
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123K 110 MB
182K 475 MB
147K 657 MB
530K 1,107 MB
3.84M
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2.99M
5.53M
5.02M
68.99M

Sampled Graph

Feature
Feature
Vertices Edges Length
Size

23.1 GB
18.1 GB
19.2 GB
32.7 GB
39.8 GB
80.5 GB

1,537
667
1,133
2,208
3,388
2,357
4,926

7,100
1,590
2,722
3,784
6,236
4,149
8,662

2326
3704
2880
1639
6805
8710
8415

517
580
1,936
575
1,768
5,756

904
1,010
2,193
999
1,826
7,423

4353
4353
4353
4353
4353
4353

Table 5: Graph dataset characteristics.
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parison, we also prepare two high-performance GPUs, GTX
1060 and RTX 3090. While GTX 1060’s 10 streaming multiprocessors (SMs) operate at 1.8GHz with 6GB DRAM, RTX
3090 employs 82 SMs working at 1.7 GHz with 24GB DRAM.
To enable GNN services, we use deep graph library (DGL)
0.6.1 [74] and TensorFlow 2.4.0 [1], which use CUDA 11.2
and cuDNN 8.2 for GPU acceleration. DGL accesses the
underlying SSD via the XFS file system to pre-/processing
graphs. The testbed uses a 2.2GHz 12-core processor with
DDR4-2666 64GB DRAM and a 4TB SSD (same with the
device that we used for CSSD prototype), and connect all
GPUs and our CSSD prototype. The detailed information of
our real evaluation system is shown in Table 4.
GNN models and graph datasets. We implement three popular GNN models, GCN [42], GIN [90], and NGCF [75], for
both GPUs and CSSD. We also select 14 real-graph datasets
(workloads) from LBC [45], MUSAE [61], and SNAP [48].
Since the workloads coming from SNAP [48] do not provide
the features, we generate the features based on the feature
length that the prior work (pinSAGE [95]) uses (4K). The
important characteristics of our graph datasets and workloads
are described in Table 5. Note that, the workloads that we
listed in Table 4 is sorted in ascending order of their graph
size. For better understanding, we summarize the characteristics for graph before batch preprocessing (Original Graph)
and after batch preprocessing (Sampled Graph).

5.1

End-to-end Performance Comparisons

Overall latency. Figure 14a compares the end-to-end inference latency of GTX 1060, RTX 3090, and our HolisticGNN
(HGNN) using the heterogeneous hardware acceleration. For
better understanding, the end-to-end latency of RTX 3090 and
HGNN is normalized to that of GTX 1060. The actual latency
value of GTX 1060 is also listed in Table 14b. We use GCN
as representative of GNN models for the end-to-end performance analysis; since we observed that the pure inference
computing latency only accounts for 1.8% of total latency,
the performance difference among the GNN models that we
tested are negligible in this analysis (<1.1%). We will show
the detailed inference latency analysis on the different GNN
models in Section 5.2.
One can observe from the figure that HGNN shows 7.1×
and 7.0× shorter end-to-end latency compared to GTX 1060
and RTX 3090 across all the graph datasets except for
road-ca, wikitalk, and ljournal. Note that both GTX
1060 and RTX 3090 cannot execute such large-scale graphs
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Figure 15: Estimated energy consumption comparison.
due to the out-of-memory issue, and thus, we exclude them
in this comparison. Specifically, for the small graphs (<1M
edges), HGNN outperforms GPUs by 1.69×, on average. This
performance superiority of HGNN becomes higher when
we infer features on large-scale graphs (>3M edges), which
makes HGNN 201.4× faster than GTX 1060 and RTX 3090,
on average. Even though the operating frequency and computing power of GTX 1060 and RTX 3090 are much better
than HGNN, most of data preprocessing for both graphs and
batches are performed by the host, and its computation is involved in storage accesses. This in turn makes the end-to-end
inference latency longer. In contrast, HGNN can preprocess
graphs in parallel with the graph updates and prepare sampled
graphs/embeddings directly from the internal SSD, which can
successfully reduce the overhead imposed by preprocessing
and storage accesses. We will dig deeper into the performance
impact of preprocessing/storage (GraphStore) and hardware
accelerations (XBuilder) shortly.
Energy consumption. Figure 15 analyzes the energy consumption behaviors of all three devices we tested. Even
though GTX 1060 and RTX 3090 show similar end-to-end latency behaviors in the previous analysis, RTX 3090 consumes
energy 2.04× more than what GTX 1060 needs because it has
8.2× and 4× more SMs and DRAM, respectively. In contrast,
HGNN exhibits 33.2× and 16.3× better energy consumption
behaviors compared to RTX 3090 and GTX 1060, on average,
respectively. Note that, HGNN processes large-scale graphs
by consuming as high as 453.2× less energy than the GPUs
we tested. This is because, in addition to the latency reduction of HGNN, our CSSD consumes only 111 Watts at the
system-level thanks to the low-power computing of FPGA
(16.3 Watts). This makes HGNN much more promising on
GNN computing compared to GPU-based acceleration approaches. Note that, RTX 3090 and GTX 1060 consume 214
and 447 Watts at the system-level, respectively.

5.2

Pure Inference Acceleration Comparison

Figure 16 shows the pure inference performance of HeteroHGNN and Octa-HGNN, normalized to Lsap-HGNN; before
analyzing the end-to-end service performance, we first compare HolisticGNN itself different User logic here.
One can observe from this figure that, even though systolic
arrays are well optimized for conventional DL such as CNN
and RNN, Lsap-HGNN exhibits much worse performance
than software-only approach. For all the graph datasets that
we tested, Octa-HGNN exhibits shorter GNN inference latency compared to Lsap-HGNN by 2.17×, on average. This
is crystal clear evidence that the conventional DL hardware
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acceleration is not well harmonized with GNN inference services. Since the computation of aggregation is involved in
traversing the graph data, the systolic arrays (bigger than any
hardware logic that we tested) cannot unfortunately accelerate
the inference latency. In contrast, Octa-HGNN processes the
aggregation (including transformation) over multi-processing
with many cores in User logic. As shown in Figure 16c, this
phenomenon is more notable on the inference services with
NGCF (4.35× faster than Lsap-HGNN) because NGCF has
more heavier aggregation (similarity-aware and element-wise
product explained in Section 2.1).
However, the performance of Octa-HGNN is also limited
because matrix computation on dense embeddings (GEMM)
is not well accelerated by its general cores. In contrast, HeteroHGNN has both SIMD and systolic array units, which are
selectively executed considering the input C-kernel, such that
Hetero-HGNN shortens the inference latency of Octa-HGNN
and Lsap-HGNN by 6.52× and 14.2×, on average, respectively. Figure 17 decomposes the inference latency of three
HGNN that we tested into SIMD and GEMM for a representative workload, physics. As shown in figure, Lsap-HGNN
mostly exhibits GEMM as its systolic arrays accelerate the
transformation well, but its performance slows down due to
a large portion of SIMD. The latency of Octa-HGNN suffers from GEMM computation, which accounts for 34.8%
of its inference latency, on average. As Hetero-HGNN can
accelerate both SIMD and GEMM, it successfully shortens
the aggregation and transformation for all GNN models that
we tested. This is the reason why we evaluate the end-toend GNN latency using Hetero-HGNN as a default hardware
acceleration engine in the previous section.

5.3

Performance Analysis on GraphStore

Bulk operations. Figures 18a and 18b show the bandwidth
and latency of GraphStore’s bulk operations. While the GPUenabled host system writes the edge array and corresponding
embeddings to the underlying SSD through its storage stack,
GraphStore directly writes the data to internal storage without
any storage stack involvement. This does not even exhibit data
copies between page caches and user-level buffers, which in
turn makes GraphStore exposes performance closer to what
the target SSD actually provides. As a result, GraphStore
shows 1.3× better bandwidth on graph updates compared to
conventional storage stack (Figure 18a). More importantly,
GraphStore hides the graph preprocessing overhead imposed
by converting the input dataset to the corresponding adjacency
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list with the update times of heavy embeddings. We also show
how much the embedding update (Write feature) can hide
the latency of graph preprocessing (Graph pre) in Figure
18b. Since Write feature in the figure only shows the times
longer than Graph pre, we can observe that GraphStore can
make Graph pre completely invisible to users. For better
understanding, we also perform a time series analysis of cs
as an example of other workloads, and the results are shown
Figure 18c. The figure shows the dynamic bandwidth in addition to the per-task utilization of Shell’s simple core. As
shown in the figure, GraphStore starts the preprocessing as
soon as it begins to write the embeddings to the internal SSD.
Graph pre finishes at 100ms while Write feature ends at
300ms. Thus, Write feature is performed with the best performance of the internal SSD (around 2GB/s). Note that, even
though writing the adjacency list Write graph is performed
right after Write feature (Figure 18b), it is almost invisible
to users (Figure 18c) as the size of graph is much smaller than
the corresponding embeddings (357.1×, on average).
Batch preprocessing (Get). Figure 19 shows batch preprocessing, which is the only task to read (sub)graphs from
the storage in the end-to-end viewpoint; node sampling and
embedding lookup use GetNeighbor() and GetEmbed(),
respectively. In this evaluation, we compare batch preprocessing performance of GPU-enabled host and CSSD using
chmleon and youtube each being representative of small
and large graphs. For the earliest batch preprocessing, GraphStore performs batch preprocessing 1.7× (chmleon) and
114.5× (youtube) faster than that of the GPU-enabled host,
respectively. Even though GraphStore is working at a lower
frequency (3× than the host CPU), GetNeighbor() and
GetEmbed() are much faster because the graph data has been
already converted into an adjacency list at the graph update
phase. In contrast, the host needs to process the graph data at
the first batch, such that node sampling and embedding lookup
can find out the appropriate targets. After the first batch, both
cases, mostly accessing the neighbors and the corresponding embeddings are processed in memory thereby showing
sustainable performance. Note that, even though we showed
the batch preprocessing performance for only chmleon and
youtube (due to the page limit), this performance trend is
observed across all the workloads that we tested.
Mutable graph support (Unit operations). Since there is no
publicly available dataset for mutable graph support, we evaluate the unit operations (requested by the host to CSSD) by
processing historical DBLP datasets [30]. The top of Figure
20 shows the number of per-day add and delete operations
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Figure 18: Performance analysis of GraphStore bulk operations.
for the past 23 years (1995∼2018), and its bottom shows the
corresponding per-day (accumulated) latency of GraphStore.
The workload adds 365 new nodes and 8.8K new edges into
GraphStore, and deletes 16 nodes and 713 edges per day, on
average. As shown in Figure, GraphStore exhibits 970ms for
per-day updates, on average, and the accumulated latency
in the worst case of GraphStore is just 8.4 sec, which takes
reasonably short in the workload execution time (0.01%).

6

Related Work and Discussion

There are many studies for in-storage processing (ISP)
[25, 34, 43, 46, 58, 65], including DL accelerating approaches
such as [51, 53, 76]. All these studies successfully brought
significant performance benefits by removing data transferring overhead. However, these in-storage, smart storage approaches require fully integrating their computations into an
SSD, which unfortunately makes the data processing deeply
coupled with flash firmware and limited to a specific computing environment that the storage vendor/device provides.
These approaches also use a thin storage interface to communicate with the host and the underlying SSD, which require a
significant modification of application interface management.
More importantly, all they are infeasible to accelerate GNN
computing, which contains both graph-natured processing
and DL-like dense computing operations.
On the other hand, architectural research [5, 50, 91] focuses on accelerating GNN core over a fixed hardware design such as vector units and systolic processors. While this
simulation-based achieves the great performance benefit on
GNN inference, they are ignorant of performance-critical
components such as graph preprocessing and node sampling.
These simulation-based studies also assume that their accelerator can have tens of hundreds of preprocessing elements
(PEs), which may not be feasible to integrate into CSSD because of the hardware area limit. In contrast, HolisticGNN
accelerates GNN-related tasks from the beginning to the end
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near storage, and its real system implementation only contains
64 PEs for the GNN inference acceleration.
Lastly, there are FPGA approaches to deep learning accelerations [26, 77, 97]. Angel-Eye [26] quantizes data to compress the original network to a fixed-point form and decrease
the bit width of computational parts. A frequency-domain hybrid accelerator [97] applies discrete Fourier transformation
methods to reduce the number of multiplications of convolutions. On the other hand, a reconfigurable processing array
design [77] tries to increase the operating frequency of any target FPGA in order to build a high throughput reconfigurable
processing array. These studies are unfortunately not feasible
to capture the GNN acceleration, and cannot eliminate the
preprocessing overhead imposed by graph-natured complex
computing near storage. Note that, it would be possible to use
cross-platform abstraction platforms, such as OpenCL [69]
or SYCL [60], rather than using RPC. OpenCL/SYCL is excellent for managing all hardware details at a very low-level,
but they can bump up the complexity of what users need to
control. For example, users should know all heterogeneities of
reconfigurable hardware for the end-to-end GNN acceleration
and handle CSSD’s memory space over OpenCL/SYCL.

7

Conclusion

We propose HolisticGNN that provides an easy-to-use, nearstorage inference infrastructure for fast, energy-efficient GNN
processing. To achieve the best end-to-end latency and high
energy efficiency, HolisticGNN allows users to implement
various GNN algorithms close to the data source and execute
them directly near storage in a holistic manner. Our empirical
evaluations show that the inference time of HolisticGNN
outperforms GNN inference services using high-performance
modern GPUs by 7.1× while reducing energy consumption
by 33.2×, on average.
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